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B.Sc. lll Semester

lnstructions : l) Answeratt Sections.p) Write the question numbercorrectty,

SECTION- A
L Answer any ten of the following :

1) Find d.(oxd)where d= i_zj+k, f,=si+ j_r<,
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(10x2=20)

c=4i-2j-k
2) lt d,b, d and J, bt, c- are reciprocal system of vectors prove that

a. (a+6) +b- (o+d) +d (e +a) =3
3) Find the distance between the points A = (_1, 1, 0) B = (3, O,_2).4) rf 1, -2, -2 are direction ratio's of a rine, what are the direction cosines.5) Show that the points (1,2, g), (4, O, 4), (_2, 4,r) ,;;;;;;;;;.t 

iiiti"r:?iT-illi:"J;"hedron ABOD, where A = (1, 0, -1), B = (2,1, -1),
t' 

[:9,'lfr,area 
of the triangle whose vertices are (2, s,-4), (-1, 4,-3) and

t, 
?11 l-_..,]:.,ion 

of the ptane passing through the points (1, 1,0), (1 ,2, 1),

9) Show that the.points (0, _ 1 , O), (Z,l , _t ), (1 , 1 ,1) and (3, g, 0) are coplanar.Find the equation of the planJ'passing through them.

"' 5,:lJi:,:5t1";."i'!'=%:'" 
passins throush (- 2, 1, 3) and pararel to the

11) 
f[d.t[l[y:??iT"en the pararrer pranes 6x + 2y - 3z + 4 =0 and

12) Find the equation of the prane through the intersection of the pranes,

?'..rtr ! fi;u-=;l' +i - v-+ zz li =; ;;;;erpendicurar to the prane
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SECTION _ B
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(2x5=10)ll, Answerany two of the following :

13) showtrat (6x c) * ("" e) = [a 6 e] e

[,i.u cxd d"o]=[aoe]2.

14) Showthati*(a*i) . j*(a*i)*r,"

15) lf d, b, c and f, br, d are recipro

d.J+O.br+d.d=3.

16) lf A=2i-3j -k, 6 = 3i - j + k, c

(t . o) (". 0)

and deduce that

-i-j+2k,d=r-

of vectors show that

(t.n) -2a;

cal system

SECTION - C

lll. Answer any three of the following : (3x5=15)

17) Find a and b so that (3, a, 4), (4,5, 2) and (b, g, b) are collinear.

18) Find the direction cosines of two lines which are connected by the relations
| -5m + 3n = 0 and 712 + 5m2- 3n2 = 0.

19) Find the equation of the plane passing through (0, 1 , 6) and parallel to the
plane r,(i -2j) =3.

20) Find the equation of the plane which bisects the angle between the planes
3x* 4y + 5z-3 = 0, Sx + 3y - 4z*g = 0.

2j + k, find

21) Find the length of perpendicular from (-6, z, -6)on the line 
x 

^ 
1 

=
2

yz_=_
35
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SECTION _ D

lV. Answerany threeof thefollowing :

11323

(3x5=15)
22) Find the symmetr.ical form of the equations of the lines

x-3y+ 2z-17 =0= 2x+ 3y- 4z+ 14.

23) Find the condition for a line to lie on a plane in vector and cartesian form.

24) Findthe equation of ptane containing the line + =y:' =Zt9 un6

perpendicular to the plane x - 2y + 3z = 4. " 2 3

25) showthattheline xI1 =y-2 ==*-t liesontheplane15x+ 14y-32-10=0.2-3-4
26) Find the length and the equation of the shortest distance between the lines

x- Y z,nd*-2=y-1 _z+2,=4=7' 3 -s z
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MATHEMATICS
Paper No. - s.2 : Differentiability, Line and Multiple lntegrals

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 60

Instructions : I ) Answer alt the questions sectionwise.
2) Writethe question numbers cofrecily.

SECTION _ A

Answer any ten of the following. (10x2=20)

1. State Rolle's theorem.

2. Verify Lagrange's mean value theorem for the function f(x) = x2 - gx + 2 in [- 2, aJ.

3. Find the Maclaurin's series for the function f(x) = log(1 - x) upto the term
containing xa.

4' Evaluate 
"rn 

log (sin ax)
x+o lsg (sin bx) 

.

s. Evaluate , r coshx - cos x
x-)o X SinX

I t2 3l6. lf f(x) =x2isde{inedon [0, 1]and t=to,;,;,i,r] , find U (p,f).

7. State the first mean value theorem of integral calculus.

B. Define upper and lower Riemann integralfor a real valued bounded function f(x).

9. Evaluate J t(st + y)dx + (2y - x)dyl along the line joining (0, 1) and (3, 10).

JI

1 o. Evatuate 
I I tr' + 3y') dydx .

01

11. Evaluate JJ(xV)dydx.
ta

122
12. Evaluate JJJx'yzOzdydx.
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SECTION - B
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(3x5=15)
Answer any three of the following :

13. State and prove Lagrange's mean value theorem'

[-t2 - Ql

14. Verify Rolle,s theorem for the function f(x) = logl?l in tt ' 
Sl'

,,u. Verity the Cauchy's mean value theorem for the functions f(x) = Ji, g(x) = *
in [2, 4].

16. Evaluate:
.1

i) linl(cosx)t

ii)'-'s[+ #]
17. Expand f(x) = log (1 + sin x) upto x5 using Maclaurin's theorem'

SECTION _ C

Answer anY two of the following :
(2x5=10)

Show that the function l(x) = x2 is R-integrable on [0, a] and i*'o* = *

lf f(x) is real valued bounded function defined on [a, b] and Pe $[a' b] then

m(b - a) < L(P, f) s U(P, f) < M (b - a)'

state and prove fundamentaltheorem of integralcalculus'

State and prove necessary condition for a bounded function f on [a' b] to be

R-integrable.

18.

19.

20.

21.
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SECTION _ D

Answer any three : (3x5=15)

ZZ" Evaluate JttV + y')dx + x'dyl where C is a closed curve of the region bounded
C

bYy-x2andY=x.

2g. showthat It(4xy - 3xzz',1dx + 2x2dy - Zx2zdzlis independent of the path along
c

the curve C from (3, - 1, 1) to (1,2,3) and hence evaluate.

24. Find the area of the circle x2 +y2 = a2 using the double integration.

25. Evalr*t* JJ1E*LV' dxdy, where A is the area bounded by the lines V = 0,
A

Y=xandx=1'

a,t77l"z:a+
26. EvaluateJ J I

000


